


 

7. Other Factors Checklist:  
 

Other Factors Page # 
Community population is 10,000 or less.   

The applicant is, or will assist, a federally recognized Indian Tribe or United 
States Territory.  

 

The proposed brownfield site(s) is impacted by mine-scarred land.   

Secured firm leveraging commitment ties directly to the project and will facilitate 
completion of the remediation/reuse; secured resource is identified in the 
Narrative and substantiated in the attached documentation.  

 

The proposed site(s) is adjacent to a body of water (i.e., the border of the 
proposed site(s) is contiguous or partially contiguous to the body of water, or 
would be contiguous or partially contiguous with a body of water but for a street, 
road, or other public thoroughfare separating them).  

 

The proposed site(s) is in a federally designated flood plain.   
The reuse of the proposed cleanup site(s) will facilitate renewable energy from 
wind, solar, or geothermal energy.  

 

The reuse of the proposed cleanup site(s) will incorporate energy efficiency 
measures.  

 

The proposed project will improve local climate adaptation/mitigation capacity 
and resilience to protect residents and community investments.  

p.3 

The target area(s) is located within a community in which a coal-fired power 
plant has recently closed (2013 or later) or is closing.  

 

 
8. Releasing copies of Application – Not applicable. No confidential, privileged or sensitive 

information is presented in the grant application 
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1. PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION AND PLANS FOR REVITALIZATION 
a. Target Area and Brownfields  

i.  Overview of Brownfield Challenges and Description of Target Area:  
The City of Selma is located in the heart of Alabama’s Black Belt region just 50 miles west of 

Montgomery.  Selma serves as the county seat of Dallas County and is perched on a high bluff that overlooks 
the Alabama River.  The area’s rich, dark soil is where the Black Belt Region received its original moniker.  
When the iconic cotton plantations of the South began to appear throughout the area in the 19th century, a 
significant number of enslaved African Americans were brought in to tend and harvest the crops, giving 
extra meaning to the name “Black Belt.”  Since that time, Selma has played a significant role in the 
American Civil Rights Movement and is well-known for being the scene of the notorious “Bloody Sunday” 
attack on civil rights marchers by law enforcement in 1965.  In that same year, Martin Luther King Jr. led 
a famous march that started in Selma and continued all the way to Montgomery.   

Selma is one of Alabama’s oldest surviving cities.1  It is also one of Alabama’s fastest shrinking cities,2 

with a population decline of more than 11% since 2010.3  Just four miles southeast of Selma is the historical 
Craig Air Force Base, a former pilot training facility operated by the U.S. Air Force from 1940-1977.  The 
Base was once among the busiest airfields in the country, and it housed a population of approximately 
5,000.  During its booming operational years, the Base brought bustling activity and prosperity to this 
community, filling local stores and businesses with crowds of customers.  The Base closure in 1977 had a 
ripple effect that Selma residents can still feel today, more than 40 years later.  The City’s economy never 
recovered from the loss of so many local jobs and so much revenue.4  Today, Selma has a per capita 
income of just $19,2625, and 56% of the population is considered low income.6  The City also has one 
of the highest crime rates in the entire country. 7   Blight and dilapidation have become an enormous 
problem, with abandoned houses and decaying structures riddled throughout the area.8  The City’s struggles 
were further exacerbated when a massive tornado ripped through the community in January 2023.  Selma 
was already struggling with a housing crisis due to so much crumbling infrastructure, and after the tornado 
blazed a trail a destruction, hundreds of people were displaced.9  Porches and roofs have been ripped from 
buildings.  The tornado flung trees into people’s bedrooms and living rooms.  Tree trunks can still be seen 
jaggedly protruding from windows.  The Selma community is clearly feeling the devastating impact of 
brownfield challenges through prolonged issues of poverty, unemployment, a housing crisis, stunted 
economic development, and rampant crime.  The White House Environmental Justice Advisory Council’s 
Justice40 Initiative identified Alabama’s Black Belt region as an Environmental Justice Community that needs 
a “whole of government” approach to address the need for federal investments to improve air and water quality, 
and basic health services.10 

Our Target Area for this cleanup application is the former Craig Air Force Base, which is now known 
as Craig Field Airport and Industrial Complex (Craig Field).  The facility is now a civilian-run airport 
owned and operated by Craig Field Airport and Industrial Authority (CFAIA).  Spanning 1,790 acres, Craig 
Field is located within Census Tract 01047957301 and is bordered by Highway 80 to the northeast, County 
Road 145 to the south, and State Route 41 to the west.  Like much of Selma, Craig Field has become a 
hollow shell of what it once was.  Roofs are collapsing, buildings are falling apart, and the bustling base 

                                                      
1 Selma: One Of The Oldest Surviving Cities In Alabama (onlyinyourstate.com) 
2 Selma remains fastest shrinking city in Alabama | News | selmasun.com 
3 U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: Selma city, Alabama 
4 EXTRA: Craig Air Force Base: 40 Years Later - Alabama News 
5 US Census, ACS, 2021 5 Year Estimates 
6 EJ Screen Report for City of Selma 
7 Selma, AL Crime Rates and Statistics - NeighborhoodScout 
8 Dilapidated Houses & Neglected Property Remain a Problem in Selma - Alabama News 
9 Selma struggles to solve biggest post-tornado crisis: Housing | News | selmasun.com 
10 “Justice40 Climate and Economic Justice Screening Tool & Executive Order 12898 Revisions, Interim Final 
Recommendations.” White House Environmental Justice Advisory Council. May 13, 2021. pp21-22. 
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that was the lifeblood of Selma’s once vivacious character, is now crumbling.  It is adjacent to some of the 
poorest and most underserved neighborhoods in the City, with a 99% minority population and a per 
capita income of just $15,597 within a ½-mile radius of Craig Field (almost 20% less than the City’s 
already low per capita income).11 In the years since CFAIA obtained control of Craig Field in 1977, various 
businesses have leased some of the building on the Flight Line and in the Industrial Complex, but precious 
few remain today because they could not creatively overcome the gruesome scene of blight and decay just 
outside their windows.  CFAIA plans to redevelop a 0.5-acre parcel referred to as the Gym Complex Site.  
This site will be redeveloped as recreational greenspace, a reuse strategy that will eliminate unsafe eyesores 
in close proximity to residential communities; remove environmental contaminants that are endangering 
nearby sensitive populations; and promote healthier lifestyles for the disadvantaged target community in 
Selma. 

ii   Description of Proposed Brownfield Site(s):   
The Craig Field office is located at Building 48 Fifth Street, approximately four miles southeast of 

Selma on the former Craig Air Force Base.  The airport is outfitted with three large, usable hangars, 62 
acres of concrete airplane parking, and an 8,000-foot runway capable of holding both commercial and cargo 
aircraft.  On the property, former military housing units have been converted to a residential neighborhood 
called Pine Glen, and the Bruce K Craig Elementary School is still operational, now serving as a civilian-
run county school.     

Our Gym Complex Site consists of a 0.5-acre parcel of land at the southwest entrance to Pine Glen.  
Situated on this site is a historical gymnasium (Building 316) that was once used as a recreational facility 
by former base personnel.  A Phase I ESA was completed at the Gym Complex in September 2021, and a 
Phase II ESA was completed in 2022, documenting the presence of asbestos-containing materials (ACM) 
in building materials.  This structure has met a devastatingly grim fate.  The roof of the former gym is 
entirely collapsed, and crumbled roofing materials that likely contain ACM are covering the floors.  Located 
adjacent to the residential community, Pine Glen, the former gym is not secured and presents a grave danger 
for curious children living and attending school nearby who may easily wander inside and get hurt.  In 
addition to the lack of structural integrity posing a safety threat of its own, there is a significant danger of 
exposure to friable asbestos that may blow into nearby neighborhoods due to the dilapidated conditions. 

b. Revitalization of the Target Area  
i.  Reuse Strategy and Alignment with Revitalization Plans:   
For the Gym Complex Site, CFAIA has analyzed multiple reuse strategies.  Based on input from the 

community and the site’s proximity to the Pine Glen neighborhood and Bruce K Craig Elementary, we have 
determined that this property is well positioned for development as recreational greenspace that the 
neighboring communities can enjoy. 

The public (including underserved communities) and project partners are fully on board with our reuse 
strategy and have been a part of the planning process through outreach meetings and extensive coordination 
with the City of Selma during the development of their Comprehensive Community Master Plan.  
Community visioning sessions were held by the City during the development of this Plan, and input from 
the community indicates that more greenspaces, community gardens, and playgrounds are among the top 
priorities of City residents. Selma’s Comprehensive Community Master Plan specifically lists expansion 
and development at Craig Field as a priority goal. Dilapidated base structures are a danger to children living 
and attending school nearby, and they are a stark reminder of loss for older generations. Redevelopment as 
greenspace will result in the removal of blight that lingers in this neighborhood, it will be a beacon of 
positive change for the community, and it will encourage improvements to the physical and mental 
wellbeing of the city’s disadvantaged populations by promoting active, healthier lifestyles. 

ii.  Outcomes and Benefits of Reuse Strategy:   
Cleanup of the Gym Complex Site and development as greenspace will have numerous outcomes and 

benefits for the community.  By improving the appearance of this run-down area, neighboring property 
                                                      
11 EJ Screen ACS Summary Report – ½-mile radius around Craig Field 
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values are expected to increase, and more developers will be attracted to the area, opening up employment 
opportunities for local residents.  Impressive health impacts have also been linked to these outdoor 
recreational spaces, such as improved cognitive development and functioning, reduced severity of attention 
deficit disorders, reduction in obesity, improved overall health outcomes for those suffering from chronic 
and acute health conditions, and positive effects on mental health.  Current safety hazards that are putting 
young children and families at risk will be removed through this reuse, and active, healthy lifestyles will be 
nurtured and encouraged. 

This grant will also significantly improve local climate mitigation capacity.  Greenspaces are very 
beneficial to the environment because they filter dust and pollutants from the air, offer shade and help to 
keep urban areas cool, and prevent soil from eroding into waterways. Other greenspace advantages include 
helping regulate air quality and climate by reducing energy consumption by countering the warming effects 
of paved surfaces, recharging groundwater supplies and protecting lakes and streams from polluted runoff.  
The proposed redevelopment will also reduce carbon emissions because it will provide a park-like 
destination within walking distance of local neighborhoods, eliminating the need to drive long distances to 
enjoy such places. 

c.  Strategy for Leveraging Resources:   
i.  Resources Needed for Site Characterization:   

Site characterization has been completed at the Gym Complex Site, including a Phase I and Phase II 
ESA.  The level of assessment is expected to be sufficient for cleanup to begin; however, if additional 
characterization is needed, CFAIA will seek assistance from Alabama Department of Environmental 
Management (ADEM) Section 128(a) funding program.  ADEM has indicated in their Support Letter that 
such funds are available on a first-come/first-serve basis, and CFAIA will request such funding should 
additional assessment be necessary. 

ii.  Resources Needed for Site Remediation:   
CFAIA anticipates that EPA funding requested in this application will be sufficient to complete the 

cleanup of the Gym Complex Site.  Cost estimates were prepared with input from an environmental 
professional with extensive experience in brownfields cleanup projects.  These costs were presented in draft 
versions of Analysis of Brownfields Cleanup Alternatives (ABCA) that has been recently updated (in 
October 2023) for the Gym Complex Site to reflect current market rates. 

iii.  Resources Needed for Site Reuse:   
To complete the reuse of the Craig Field Gym Complex Site, CFAIA plans to contact the following 

organizations for greenspace development assistance: Land and Water Conservation Fund; Department of 
Agriculture Community Facilities Grant Program; HUD Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
program and the National Park Service Rivers, Trails, and Assistance program.  In addition, CFAIA will 
seek funding through the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA), which 
offers Enterprise Zone tax incentives for the purchases of construction-related materials, machinery and 
equipment used in development projects, and Dallas County is considered an Enterprise Zone.    Congress 
is also pursuing billions in funding to improve infrastructure and basic health needs in the Black Belt 
Region, which is another avenue of funding that could enhance CFAIA’s reuse strategies. 

iv.  Use of Existing Infrastructure:  Sufficient infrastructure, including power, utilities, water and sewer, 
is already present to support the anticipated redevelopment at the Gym Complex Site. No other 
infrastructure is anticipated to be necessary for new development at Craig Field. 
2. COMMUNITY NEED AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

a. Community Need  
i.   The Community’s Need for Funding:   Selma is a small community of 18,429 that is rapidly 

getting smaller, losing over 11% of its population since 2010.12  A key factor in our population decline is a 
lack of high-paying jobs in the local community.  With a low per capita income that is just over half the  

                                                      
12 U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: Selma city, Alabama 
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THRESHOLD CRITERIA FOR CRAIG FIELD GYM COMPLEX, CRAIG 

FIELD AIRPORT AND INDUSTRIAL AUTHORITY IN SELMA, ALABAMA 
 
1. Applicant Eligibility:  Craig Field Airport and Industrial Authority (CFAIA) is a quasi-governmental 
public agency (Articles of Incorporation are attached), and therefore, is an eligible entity to receive an 
EPA Brownfields Cleanup grant. 
 
2. Previously awarded Cleanup Grants:  CFAIA’s Gym Complex Site has never received an EPA 
Brownfields Cleanup Grant. 
 
3. Expenditure of Existing Multipurpose Grant Funds:  CFAIA has never received an EPA 
Brownfields Multipurpose Grant.  
 
4. Site Ownership:  CFAIA is the sole deed owner of the target site proposed for funding under this grant 
application.  CFAIA acquired parcel number 1505212003002000 (Craig Field Gym Complex Site) on 
October 11, 2021 (Quitclaim Deed is attached).  
 
5. Basic Site Information:   

(a) Name of the site:              Craig Field Gym Complex Site 
b) Address of the site:             Building 316 Avenue C, Selma, AL 36701 
c) Current owner of the site:  Craig Field Airport and Industrial Authority   

 
6. Status and History of Contamination at the Site:   

a) Type of Contamination: Hazardous substances 
   
b)  Operational History and Current Use:  Historically, the Craig Field Gym Complex (situated on 
0.5 acres of land at the southwest entrance to the Pine Glen neighborhood) was a part of the former 
Craig Air Force Base.  This base was operated by the U.S. Army Air Force from 1940-1977.  
During this time, the Gym Complex was used as a recreational area by base personnel.  After the 
base closed, this complex was deeded to the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency, who later deeded 
it to Dallas County, Alabama.  Dallas County deeded the property to CFAIA in 2021.  Currently, 
there is a historical gym situated on this parcel that is severely dilapidated and vacant.  The roof 
of this structure is completely collapsed, and the blighted conditions present a grave risk to children 
living and attending school nearby who may wandering into the building and get hurt. 
 
c)  Environmental concerns:   

 Building Materials:  Asbestos-containing materials (ACM) 
 

d) How Site Became Contaminated, Nature and Extent of Contamination: A Phase II ESA 
confirmed asbestos-containing materials (ACM) and lead-based paint (LBP) in the historical gym 
structure.  This building was constructed by the Air Force in 1940, prior to the 1978 federal ban 
of ACM and LBP in building materials.  Due to the dilapidated condition of the building, there is 
a risk for asbestos to become friable and blow into adjacent areas.   
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7. Brownfields Site Definition:   
The site is not listed or proposed for listing on the National Priorities List; is not subject to unilateral 
administrative orders, court orders, administrative orders on consent, or judicial consent decrees issued to 
or entered into by parties under CERCLA; and is not subject to the jurisdiction, custody, or control of the 
U.S. government. 
 
8. Environmental Assessment Required for Cleanup Grant Applications:  CFAIA has conducted 
environmental assessments at the site to determine environmental conditions.  These assessments include: 
 

 ASTM E1527-13 Phase I ESA prepared on September 15, 2021  
 ASTM E1903-19-equivalent Phase II ESA prepared on November 21, 2022. 

 
9. Site Characterization: 
The Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) operates a Voluntary Cleanup 
Program (VCP). Fee driven, the VCP attempts to facilitate rapid movement of the project through the 
regulatory process.  The program allows for the assessment and remediation of contaminated sites and 
grants certain liability protections, including protection from third party lawsuits, to those non-responsible 
entities wishing to redevelop brownfield sites.  In this case, CFAIA would apply as a non-responsible 
party since they did not cause the impacts.  The liability protections are fully transferable to any non-
responsible party who may purchase the site provided all land use controls are adequately maintained.  If 
deemed eligible, the applicant submits a review fee and will be responsible for site assessment and 
cleanup.  Upon successful completion of cleanup activities, ADEM will issue a Letter of Concurrence 
which grants the applicant the full liability protections cited in the Act.   
 
While CFAIA will likely enroll the Gym Complex Site in the ADEM VCP if the liability protections prove 
to be advantageous to CFAIA, doing so requires a significant Application Fee for the agency to even 
determine eligibility, and other significant fees to review site characterization reports and to approve 
remediation plans. It is a process, with fees due at every step, and premature to enroll the site at this time. 
While the CFAIA is fully confident that the site will be eligible because it meets all of the 
CERCLA/Petroleum Liability conditions described in detail in Item 12 below, ADEM will make the final 
eligibility determination after the site is formally enrolled, anticipated to incur in late 2024.  Note that the 
VCP program is voluntary, entry is not required by ADEM to begin remediation, and a Qualified 
Environmental Professional (QEP), as defined in 40 CFR 312, has certified that there is a sufficient level 
of site characterization from the Phase II ESA performed for the remediation work to begin on the site. 
 
Also, the EPA Cleanup Grant guidelines ask that the State Environmental Authority provide an indication 
that there is a sufficient level of site characterization from the site assessment for remediation work to 
begin, or if additional site assessment is needed, or that this data be obtained by June 15, 2024.   Since 
CFAIA has not entered the VCP yet, ADEM has not been provided such reports for review to make this 
determination.  However, ADEM has confirmed that the site is eligible to submit an application for the 
VCP program in their support letter (see attached).  It is unlikely that ADEM will require the additional 
sampling, and a QEP, has certified that there is a sufficient level of site characterization from the Phase II 
ESA performed for the remediation work to begin on the site. 
 
10. Enforcement or Other Actions:   
There are no ongoing or anticipated environmental enforcement actions related to the brownfield site for 
which funding is requested.  There also are no inquiries or orders for federal, state, or local government 
entities that we are aware of regarding the responsibility of any party (including CFAIA) for the hazardous 
substances at the site, or any liens. 
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11. Sites Requiring a Property-Specific Determination:   
This site does not require a Property-Specific Determination.   
 
12. Threshold Criteria Related to CERCLA/Petroleum Liability 
a. Property Ownership Eligibility – Hazardous Substance Sites:   
 
CFAIA meets the requirements for asserting an affirmative defense to CERCLA liability through bona 
fide prospective purchaser liability protection at the Craig Field Gym Complex.  Sections i. and ii. do not 
apply to this site. 
 
iii. LANDOWNER PROTECTIONS FROM CERCLA LIABILITY 

(1) Bona Fide Prospective Purchaser Liability Protection 
 

For land parcel number 1505212003002000 (the Gym Complex), CFAIA asserts Bona Fide 
Prospective Purchaser (BFPP) Liability Protection and demonstrates compliance with the following 
requirements. 

 CFAIA acquired title to the Gym Complex on October 11, 2021. 
 The applicant conducted an all appropriate inquiry (AAI) investigation prior to acquiring the 

property by conducting a Phase I ESA All Appropriate Inquiry in compliance with ASTM 
E1527-13.  The report was dated September 15, 2021, and was conducted within 6 months 
prior to site acquisition.  The Phase I ESA was conducted by an environmental professional 
(Tetra Tech).  

 CFAIA is not liable in any way for contamination at the site or affiliated with any other 
person potentially liable for the contamination.  

 CFAIA did not arrange for the disposal of hazardous substances before it acquired the site. 
 CFAIA has and will exercise appropriate care by taking reasonable steps to address releases, 

including stopping continuing releases and preventing threatened future releases and exposures 
to hazardous substances on the site.  

 CFAIA will comply with any land use restrictions and will not impede the effectiveness or 
integrity of any institutional controls associated with response actions at the site. 

 CFAIA will provide full cooperation, assistance, and access to authorized persons. 
 CFAIA will comply with any CERCLA information requests and administrative subpoenas, 

and provide all legally required notices with respect to the discovery or release of any 
hazardous substances found at the site.  

 CFAIA will not impede performance of a response action or natural resource restoration. 
 

(a) Information on the Property Acquisition 

The following is information on the property acquisition.  
(i) CFAIA acquired ownership by voluntary purchase. 
(ii) CFAIA acquired the property on October 11, 2021. 
(iii) CFAIA is the sole owner by fee simple purchase. 
(iv) The property was purchased from Dallas County, Alabama. 
(v) CFAIA does not have, nor has had, a familial, contractual, corporate, or financial 

relationship or affiliation with any prior owner, operator, or other potentially responsible 
party of the property, including the entity from which the property was acquired.  
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(b) Pre-Purchase Inquiry 
(i) CFAIA conducted a ASTM E1527-13 Phase I ESA on September 15, 2021 prior to taking 

ownership. 
(ii) The ASTM E1527-13 Phase I ESA was completed by an environmental professional, Tetra 

Tech, under contract to the EPA under their Targeted Brownfield Assessment funding. 
(iii) The ASTM E1527-13 Phase I ESA was completed within 180 days prior to CFAIA’s 

acquisition of the property in order to take advantage of the bona fide prospective purchaser 
provision. 

 
(c) Timing and/or Contribution Toward Hazardous Substances Disposal 

Any disposal of hazardous substances at the site occurred before CFAIA acquired the property.  
CFAIA did not cause or contribute to any release of hazardous substances at the site. CFAIA has 
not, at any time, arranged for the disposal of hazardous substances at the site or transported 
hazardous substances to the site. 
 

(d) Post-Acquisition Uses 

Since CFAIA acquired ownership of the property, it has been vacant and unused. CFAIA has no 
relationship to prior users. 
 

(e) Continuing Obligations 
(i) As a vacant and unused building, there is no known activity at the property and none that 

would release hazardous substances. 
(ii) To prevent any threatened future release, CFAIA has committed to land use plans that limit 

the types of activity permitted at the property to those that do not require the use of 
hazardous materials. All construction materials used in renovations will be free of known 
hazardous substances. 

(iii) To prevent or limit exposure to any previously released hazardous substances, CFAIA 
inspects the grounds on a periodic basis. 

CFAIA affirms its commitment to: 
(i) Comply with any land use restrictions and not impede the effectiveness or integrity of an 

institutional controls; 
(ii) Assist and cooperate with those performing the cleanup and provide access to the property; 
(iii) Comply with all information requests and administrative subpoenas that have or may be 

issued in connection with the property; and 
(iv) Provide all legally required notices. 

 
13. Cleanup Authority and Oversight Structure:  
a. Describe how CFAIA will oversee the cleanup at the site(s).   CFAIA plans to enter the ADEM VCP to 
secure formal regulatory approvals, expedite document reviews, and obtain transferrable liability 
protections should this be determined to be advantageous. A draft ABCA that presented several cleanup 
alternatives to address the impacted soil and groundwater at the site was developed, and the final report 
will consist of a full Voluntary Cleanup Plan for ADEM approval.  The ADEM Air Division requires that 
notification be provided prior to demolition of commercial structures, and such notification will be 
provided.    CFAIA will retained a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) with experience in the 
EPA brownfields cleanup and ADEM procedures to assist with these efforts, grant management and 
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reporting. CFAIA personnel are experienced in overseeing contractors and professional service firms and 
will manage the selected firm and process throughout the grant period.  Our procurement process will 
follow standard procurement procedures and comply with the fair and open competitive process outlined 
in 2 CFR Part 200 and 2 CFR Part 1500, the EPA’s November 2022 Best Practice Guide for Procuring 
Services, Supplies and Equipment Under EPA Assistance Agreements and applicable portions of 40 CFR 33, 
among others.   
 
b. Cleanup response activities:  CFAIA already owns the Craig Field Gym Complex, and access to other 
properties will not be required. However, an additional community meeting will be held prior to 
conducting remediation activities to inform area residents of the remediation activities and to address any 
concerns that may be raised.  Five public meetings have already been held to announce the project.  
 
14. Community Notification:  
 
CFAIA provided the community with notice of our intent to apply for an EPA Brownfields Cleanup Grant 
and allowed the community an opportunity to comment on the draft application.  Details are provided 
below. 
 
a. Draft Analysis of Brownfield Cleanup Alternatives (ABCA): On October 14, 2023, CFAIA held a 
community meeting and allowed the community an opportunity to comment on the draft application, and 
the attached draft ABCA.  
 
b. Community Notification Ad: CFAIA provided public notification on October 7, 2023, advertising 
CFAIA’s intent to apply for this cleanup grant, and for the community meeting scheduled and conducted 
on October 14, 2023. This follows other meetings announced and completed in prior years.  The methods 
of community notification that were employed for this grant application are as follows:  
 

 Community meeting notification advertised in the Selma Times Journal on October 7, 2023.   
 
c. Public Meeting:  The latest public meeting to discuss the cleanup grant proposal was held at the Pine 
Glen Homeowners Community Center at Craig Field on October 14, 2023 at 9:00 am.  No persons with 
limited English proficiency or disabilities were in attendance but would have been accommodated as 
needed.  A copy of the draft grant application and the draft ABCA was presented, along with instructions 
on where the documents can be reviewed prior to submittal of the proposal.  Meeting minutes (which 
include a summary of questions asked and answered) and a sign-in sheet are provided as attachments. 
 
d. Submission of Community Notification Documents:  A copy of the newspaper ad demonstrates 
solicitation for comments, meeting minutes (which include a summary of questions asked and answered), 
a sign in sheet, and a copy of the draft ABCA are attached.  The meeting was open to all, with no pre-
registration.  

15. Contractors and Named Subrecipients:   
Contractors: 

Not applicable.  CFAIA has not yet procured a contractor to assist in the implementation of this 
cleanup grant funding.  If awarded this funding, CFAIA will follow all standard procurement procedures 
and comply with the fair and open competitive process outlined in 2 CFR § 200.319, 2 CFR § 200.320, 2 
CFR § 1500.10 and 40 CFR Part 33.  CFAIA will describe the process used to choose our selected 
contractor and how that process complied with all procurement procedures when we submit our final 
workplan for the award. 
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LANCE R. LEFLEUR      KAY IVEY 
DIRECTOR GOVERNOR 

  Alabama Department of Environmental Management 
adem.alabama.gov 

1400 Coliseum Blvd. 36110-2400  ■  Post Office Box 301463 
Montgomery, Alabama  36130-1463 

(334) 271-7700  ■  FAX (334) 271-7950 
 
 
November 2, 2023 
 
Mr. James M. Corrigan Executive Director 
Craig Field Airport and Industrial Authority (CFAIA) 
P.O. Box 1321 
Selma, AL 36702 
 
RE:   Support Letter, Craig Field Gym Complex, FY2024 EPA Brownfields Cleanup Grant  
 
Dear Mr. Corrigan: 
 
I am in receipt of your request for a letter of support and technical assistance associated with Craig 
Field Airport and Industrial Authority’s (CFAIA) pursuit of a FY2024 Brownfields Cleanup Grant 
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the referenced site. The Alabama 
Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) looks forward to supporting your efforts for 
the exciting redevelopment plans being proposed.  
 
ADEM understands that historically, the Craig Field Gym Complex Site (situated on 0.5 acres of 
land at the southwest entrance to the Pine Glen neighborhood) was a part of the former Craig Air 
Force Base.  This base was operated by the U.S. Army Air Force from 1940-1977.  During this 
time, the Gym Complex was used as a recreational area by base personnel.  After the base closed, 
this complex was deeded to the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency, who later deeded it to Dallas 
County, Alabama.  Dallas County deeded the property to CFAIA in 2021.  Currently, there is a 
historical gym situated on this parcel that is severely dilapidated and vacant.  The roof of this 
structure is completely collapsed and presents a grave risk to children living and attending school 
nearby who may wander into the building and get hurt.  A Phase II ESA confirmed ACM in the 
historical gym structure.  This building was constructed by the Air Force in 1940, prior to the 1978 
federal ban of ACM and LBP in building materials.  Due to the dilapidated condition of the 
structures, there is a risk for asbestos to become friable and blow into adjacent areas.  We 
understand that due to the dilapidated condition of the onsite buildings, it may not be practical or 
safe to abate ACM by typical in-situ techniques, and that CFAIA will likely demolish the 
structures.   ACM materials will be segregated into stockpiles.  Materials that do not contain ACM 
will be disposed at a Construction and Demolition (C&D) landfill.  Materials that do contain ACM 
will be disposed of at a Subtitle D landfill.    
 
ADEM understands that once remediation is complete, CFAIA plans to utilize the Gym Complex 
Site as recreational greenspace for the neighboring Pine Glenn community to enjoy, a reuse 
strategy that will have far-reaching benefits for the health and wellbeing of Selma’s disadvantaged 
populations.   
 
 



LANCE R. LEFLEUR      KAY IVEY 
DIRECTOR GOVERNOR 
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ADEM Voluntary Cleanup Program:  The Department understands that the new EPA Cleanup 
Grant guidelines ask that the State Environmental Authority affirm that the site is eligible for 
enrollment in a Voluntary Cleanup Plan (VCP) and that a sufficient level of site characterization 
has been completed for remediation work to begin. While CFAIA has stated that you will likely 
enroll the site in the VCP, you are not quite ready to take that step until some additional funding 
is in place. Please note that while we encourage enrollment in the VCP, it is not required that you 
do so prior to beginning remediation. ADEM has determined that the Gym Complex site is indeed 
eligible for the Voluntary Cleanup Program. We will review site assessment data to determine if 
additional site characterization is needed to approve any cleanup plans you intend to submit to us 
as you work towards securing a Letter of Concurrence from our Department. We can work with 
you to expedite review of the existing assessment data and a cleanup plan, as well as options to 
combine such documents into single reports to streamline approvals so you can get started on 
cleanup next fall should the cleanup grant be awarded. Further, at this time, the Department sees 
no reason that you could not begin remedial efforts immediately using your existing assessment 
data while you pursue the grant and entry into the VCP. If you decide to enter the VCP in the near 
future, we will work with you to ensure prompt review of any additional site characterization data 
you choose to obtain so it is completed by June 15, 2024 as requested by the EPA guidelines. 
 
CFAIA has also requested potential technical assistance from ADEM on the project that might 
include additional sampling, public outreach/visioning sessions, and assistance with entering into 
the VCP. Upon request, the Department will be happy to discuss available assistance as the project 
and specific needs develop.  
 
ADEM looks forward to supporting your efforts for the exciting redevelopment plans being 
proposed. We wish you and the residents of the community success in the pursuit of funds to make 
this redevelopment a reality. Please let us know if we can be of further assistance. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Crystal Collins, Chief  
Redevelopment Unit  
Land Division 
 
 
 
 
 




